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Omusati governor blames
unvaccinated youth discouraging
the elderly for low vaccination rates
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Djokovic is not a
victim of Australian
government rules.
Asylum seekers are.
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Geingob.
Endjala, whose region has administered
COVID-19 vaccines to 26,355 people out of
an estimated 250, 000 says the people going
around the villages and misinforming the
elderly has been a problem. “The problem
we have, and which we are trying to fight is
misinformation that has been placed in those
areas. We go around to the villages telling
people things that are not right. Another
thing that makes it more difficult is, our
elderly, those who are the most susceptible
and vulnerable, the ones that are the most
leaving this world [due to COVID-19],
simple because of too many young people
that are

Andrew Kathindi

Governor of Omusati, Erginus Endjala says
that the media and unvaccinated youth have
contributed to low COVID-19 vaccination
uptake in his region.
During the 39th COVID-19 briefing,
President Hage Geingob revealed that
the northern regions, including Zambezi
recorded the fewest vaccination coverages in
the country.
“Vaccine hesitancy persists and as of
11 January 2022, the coverage of fully
vaccinated populations remains low in
primarily the following five regions Zambezi at 6 %, Ohangwena, Omusati and
Oshikoto at 9% and Oshana at 10%,” said
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A parent at the Khomasdal Primary School,
Melanie Ludwig, had a rude awakening
this week Wednesday, when two strangers
showed up at a class requesting for her nineyear-old daughter and her son.
The elderly couple in the company of
another child is said to have told the little girl
that they had come to pick her up so she can
be enrolled at another school.
The incident created such a scare that
Melanie called Eagle FM, reporting that her
daughter was almost kidnapped by people
she did not know.
The incident happened while Melanie was at
work.
The school’s secretary, identified only as
Petra, is said to have stood in the way, telling
the strangers that the nine-year old’s mother,
who is well known to the school, wouldn’t
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transfer her children from the school just like
that.
The grade-four girl refused to go with
the strangers because she was scared and
asked for her mother to be called first, this
publication has been told.
The Villager managed to get to the school
where a meeting was scheduled the
following morning to get to the bottom of
what transpired. They wanted to find out
who were the strangers, why did they show
up in the nine-year old’s classroom without
checking at the principal’s office first and
how did they get to know her name.
“This particular man and woman with this
boy of nine-years old came and said that I
sent them to get my daughter in grade four
because she must go to another school and
in that time, Petra said what? The Ludwigs
would never do that because her children are
here and all of her children in university were

The grade
-four girl refused
to go with the
strangers because
she was scared
and asked for
her mother to be
called first.
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Omusati
unvaccinated and then mingle with
elderly. And sometimes, they are the
ones misleading the elders not to go for
vaccinations. That is the problem we
have,” he told The Villager.
The Omusati governor further said that
another problem that has resulted in short
queues of people seeking the vaccine has
been negative comments about the vaccine
on posts of most media houses that, he
says, allowed the negative comments to
stay up on their platform.
“Also, sometimes we use the media to
spread negative messages. We must speak
one language. In the current moment,
discouragement among our people is
becoming too much. And it’s not just
among people that are not educated. You’ll
find the most educated people are the ones
currently telling the elderly things that are
not right, and as a result, some of them
don’t go for vaccination.”
“We allow the public to be misinformed
as we go along with it. We need all of
us, as a collective, to move with one
voice and encourage our people to go for

vaccinations. It’s a necessity for everyone
to be vaccinated.
So far, 17, 712 people have received a
second dose in Omusati region while 354
have gotten a third booster jab.
Endjala said that the message of
COVID-19 and the vaccine has reached
everyone, even those in remote and rural
areas within the region.
“Wherever you find a platform, during a
wedding, funeral, it’s COVID, COVID,
COVID, even in church, people are talking
about COVID-19, but the negativity has
surpassed the reality on the ground.”
“We have to continue mobilizing the
public and we have to create more
outreach programmes to reach everybody
in the community and give the correct
information through nurses and hospitals.”
According to the latest COVID-19
statistics, Omusati region recorded the
highest (62) of the 373 cases reported.
The region also has one of the highest (48)
hospitalizations currently, caused by the
virus, however the region has 0 people in
ICU as a result of COVID-19.
“I’m in support of all of us going for

vaccination. As a public, we must
intensify the campaign for people
to go for vaccination. We still have
to intensify and go and reach out
to the people in the communities.
Vaccinations are what currently keeps
us moving,” said Endjala.
The regions with the highest fully
vaccinated population coverage are
Hardap at 23%, Kavango West and
Omaheke at 19 %, and Kunene and //
Kharas regions at 18% each.
The capital Khomas region records a
fully vaccinated population coverage of
only 17%.
Endjala’s comments come as the
health minister Kalumbi Shangula on
Thursday said that the unvaccinated
population is the cause of the spread
of COVID-19, and infections being
severe, the occupation of ICU wards
and most of the death cases in the
country.

Rains Drench Zambezi
Region for Days

n

Pricilla Mukokobi

Zambezi region residents are concerned with
the heavy rains that have lashed the region
for eight days.
Governor of the Zambezi region Lawrence
Sampofu described the rains as a blessing
to the crop farmers in the region. Sampofu
cautioned those in flood-prone areas to be on
high alert.
"When I'm seated in my office, I look at the
Zambezi River. I see some changes," he said.
He told The Villager that people are happy
when there's water because it brings many
benefits.
"I urge parents to escort their children to
school as they cannot paddle the canoe. But
so far we are happy with the rains, "he said
Katima Mulilo CEO Raphael Liswaniso said
the town is one of the flood-prone areas. The
town's design has not considered this matter.
Liswaniso further said that the town is busy
assessing areas whose roads have been

flooded.
He said the town already has plans for storm
water drains that will be constructed.
"However, creating a storm water drain
where there was nothing previously becomes
a problem. Therefore, engineers must be
appointed for areas suitable for construction
without being optional," he said.
He further said that if money allows, they
are ready to construct the roads as they have
been severely affected by the rain.
"Every year when there's a flood, we always
assist people affected. We always make sure
they are not left out. We always give them
tents and this is something happening every
year," he said.
For years Katima Mulilo has been
challenged by poor road infrastructures, a
situation made worse by the rainy season
and the council's failure to maintain roads.
Linia Musheko operates an informal business
in the town where she sells maize, tomatoes
and sour milk to support her family.
Musheko sits under an umbrella to carry on
with her business despite the unfavourable
weather conditions.

Creating a storm
water drain
where there was
nothing previously
becomes a problem.
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for construction
without being
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also here.
“Even the man started getting aggressive
with Petra. At that moment I got so
hysterical, I called my brother to pick
the kids. I said to my brother go to
their classrooms, see if you can see my
children. And he saw my daughter, he
went to the boy, and I asked Riyan, do
you see them and he said yes Melanie I
see them. By that time, I was screaming
(over the phone) at work,” she narrated to
the principal, identified as Mr. Matengu.
Melanie said the teacher, identified only
as Heidi Olivier, told her daughter to go
out with the people, which got her the
more edgy and she demanded to meet her.
“So, I want to ask the teacher… she could
see that my daughter didn’t know this
person. Why didn’t she at least accompany
my daughter? My daughter became scared
and asked that she be taken to aunty Petra
and call my mom,” she narrated.
The principal admitted that indeed such
an incident was a major concern given the
many children that have disappeared as of
late.
“You know how people are, they are so
tricky. It’s very hard. They corner you in
there as a teacher, thinking that it’s true,
he is a family member. But I do not know
so far, because the teacher was supposed
to find out whether the child knows the
gentleman or not,” he said.
In that moment, the enrolment officer
entered the office and narrated how he
spoke with the strangers.
Immediately, the principal hatched a sting
operation.
He had the enrolment officer call the
strangers again, luring them back to the
school under the guise that the school
wanted to listen to their concerns again.
Melanie and her family got escorted into
the staff room where they were to lie in
wait.
“I have mixed emotions,” Melanie told
The Villager as she sat into the staff room,
“I want to see them. What would have
happened if they really took my child
from here? I am nervous. Maybe they do
it with other parents as well.”
“They told Petra that they spoke to me and
they came and they called my child. How
did they know her name? Why would they
tell her that they have a bakkie, she will

not be able to walk and to come with a taxi
to school anymore? What must I think?”
Immediately at that moment, a middleaged man entered the school premises and
headed to the principal’s office.
It would be the first time Melanie will
be meeting face to face with the man she
thought almost kidnapped her daughter.
He identified himself as Quinton
Blockstein, and immediately denied ever
forcing himself on the nine-year old,
which the teacher disputed.
“I said you should go out and you insisted
to go in. I stepped out so that you can
come out of the class. Your wife followed
me, your wife was standing outside and
she was trying to call you out. I told the
learner go sit because I do not even know
the parent. I asked the child; do you know
the uncle? She said no,” she narrated.
Blockstein insisted that he never spoke to
Melanie’s nine-year old directly.
“I did not speak to the kids face to face. I
spoke in front of the teacher, to the class.
I never spoke to the kids one-on-one. I did
not force the kid,” he said.
As a heated debate flared up in the
principal’s office, it later becomes clear
that Blockstein had a son who stayed
closer to the school.
He said that he wanted to swap places with
a learner who stayed close to the school
her son was learning, however he did this
without consulting the principal’s office
first.
“You went straight to their classes. What
if this teacher did not act immediately?
What if you really took her and you never
ended up at the brother’s classroom? She
told you she did not know where was her
brother’s class.
“So now you didn’t do this, you didn’t
do that, the fact remains you did wrong.
When I go to any school, I first show up
at the office. And now it was my child.
Tomorrow it’s another parent’s children.
It’s not the right thing to do sir!”
Blockstein apologised to her saying while
he never intended to take her child away,
his approach was not correct, and the
principal accepted it.
“I thank you for apologising because
people thought your intentions were bad
intentions as far as this story is concerned,”
he said.

"The rain has affected our business as we are
just in the streets and the umbrella cannot
cover everything. We are pushing," she said.
"It has been challenging ever since the rain
began. However, we will do it just like that
because nothing we can do. If we had those
bigger tents that could cover everything, it
would be fine. We are always very weight
most of the time, "she concluded.
Another resident Aron Mushaukwa stressed
that everyone is affected, including street

vendors and school children.
"School children have been affected as they
have to remove their shoes, but this has
always been a norm,"
He added that the heavens have opened. And
that he can't complain. He further said if this
rain continues, he might say this year, "we
are over blessed this year."
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Student unions, youth activists
lash out at school dress codes
n

S

Justicia Shipena &
Annakleta Haikera

tudent leaders and youth activists
have lashed out at learners facing
disciplinary action due to their appearances.
On Tuesday, grade 11 learners in the
Omusati region faced disciplinary action
for turning up at examination centres not
dressed in uniform.
The student union of Namibia (SUN) 's
Secretary-general, Oscar Shikongo, said
hairstyle does not affect A learner's progress.
"Allow students to write whether they are
wearing Brazilians or have Rasta without
any disciplinary hearings," he said.
He said that most learners rewriting the
national examinations were prepared to
move on to university.
"They were already supposed to have completed their academic year last year, and
they are just coming to write."
Vice President of Namibia National Students Organization (Nanso), Luciano
Kambala, said they had engaged the education ministry earlier last year on hairstyles in schools.
"And the directive was given by the ministry that no school should turn away learners because of hairstyles," he said.
Kambala said they would look into the
matter.
"This is unacceptable. We cannot allow
learners to be turned away from accessing
education because of hairstyles or school
uniforms," he added.
He further said the enforcement of the law
regarding school dress codes and access to
education is a challenge.
"I think the challenge is that these cases are
not reported to the necessary offices, and
perhaps when they are reported, nothing is
done about it," he said.
He said those turning learners away because of school dress codes should be held
accountable.
"I think it is just a matter of educating each
other and reporting the cases when they
appear to be dealt with accordingly."
He added that the disciplinary actions
are unnecessary pressure on the learners
amidst writing their national examinations.
"They already have the pressure of whether they will make it to the AS levels. We
shouldn't be allowing this to happen," he
said.
Youth activist Bertha Tobias said that this
signals a clash of cultural errors.
"Age-old institutions of largely colonial
Bantu instruction are still insistent on old
rules that do not quite cater to the people
it's supposed to serve," she expressed.

to have a conversation about hairstyles
and discipline, but it is another thing to do
something important.
"My bottom line is I understand this institution has rules and systems they want to
uphold, but any rule being applied without
focus on context ultimately harms people
it was intended to help."
Youth activist George Kambala also said
that the learners were not prepared to return this time.
"Some of them have given up their uniforms to their brother, sister or cousins,
but we need to bear in mind that it is not
the uniform or haircut that will write the
exam," he said.
Kambala said that this is discrimination
against the learners.
"It is unfairly punishing them and there is
no scientific proof that makes one judge
the outcomes of the exams based on dress
code. It is pathetic and childish for an adult
to do this."
He said school uniform retailers are
charging too much.
"You will find that you can only get a shirt
for your school at this particular retailer,
and now you want a parent that can't afford
to buy one. In this case, the uniform will
only be needed for a few days."
He added that there should be universal access to uniforms in the country.
"As long as there is a uniform monopoly in
the sector, we cannot be punishing learners
based on dress code. It is uncalled for and
lacks common sense."
Earlier this week, education director Ben
Eiseb told The Namibian newspaper that
learners who showed up for examination
centres without uniforms were causing
chaos at schools.
"Pupils decided to turn up at examinations
centres without wearing their school uniforms, while some had funny hairstyles
which are not allowed at the school."
Eiseb said learners refused to follow the
rules of the examination.
However, the learners were allowed to
write exams and will be issued warning

letters.
Eiseb lauded that schools’ rules should be
adhered to.
"We cannot allow anyone to enter the examination centre without a school uniform
or hanging hair."
Meanwhile, in Kavango East, 50 students
were allegedly turned back from various
schools during the first week of the academic year for not having school uniforms.
Operations manager of Rob Youth Foundation in Kavango West Annakleta Kahonzo
told The Villager that she became aware of
the matter when she noticed two learners at
home during the school period.
"I asked them why they are home, and they
told me they were sent back from school.
I was asking in our Group of Rob Youth if
there is anyone who can help."
Director of education for Kavango East
Region Manual Kapapero said that he was
aware of the reports on social media. However, no complaints have been lodged at
his office.
According to the director of education, the

education ministry's policy does not say
that a learner must first have a uniform before school.
"Why didn't the parents come to us if they
had a school problem? The regional office is there. The education authorities are
there. They should come to us to address
those issues. I'm surprised to hear it from
outside when it happens here."
"Once there are challenges of this nature,
they should report to us. Why are we there
for then? If a learner doesn't have a uniform, there must be some discussions between the school and the parents, giving
them enough time to look around and buy
a school uniform. But the child must be in
school."
He said he is aware of reports of two learners without school uniforms being turned
back but stressed that this should not be

the case.
"Parents have a right to report the school
and teachers that are turning the child
back because they lack school uniforms.
A school uniform is not a prerequisite for
a child to be admitted. We want to know
which schools are doing this so that once
we address it, that school or principal will
never do it again."
He further said in some cases teachers
break these rules, and some principals are
not aware of what is happening in their
schools as they lock themselves in their
offices.
He said no parent has yet reported to the
regional education offices any incidences
of their children being turned back from
schools for investigations to be conducted. As a result, the reports remain merely
rumours.
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Cumulative confirmed cases 				
136 921
Newly confirmed 					
970
Total Re-infections 					
646
New Re-infections 					88
Recoveries 						
126 314
Recovery rate 						
92%
Active cases 						
7 132
Cumulative COVID-19 vaccine 1st doses 			
396 439
Cumulative COVID-19 vaccine 2nd doses 			
234 797
Cumulative COVID-19 vaccine completed			
334 704
COVID-19 Deaths 					
3 280
COVID-19 Related Deaths 				
301
Total Deaths 						
3 581
Total samples tested 					
830 762
Active contacts						
2 188
Cumulative number of people quarantined 		
83 838
Number of quarantined people discharged 		
83 303
Number of people in quarantines 				
535
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Big Lips
Rare Earth Elements
Extraction: Daylight
Robbery

Diversified
Thinking
Could
Save Us

Have you ever heard of rare earth elements? You
have a colour TV at your house. Okay, the colour
display of your TV has some rare earth elements.
You drive a vehicle with a GPS, right. Some rare
earth elements make your GPS function.
Of course, you do not have a jet, but remember
that the fuel cells contain some rare earth elements
whenever you see a jet flying above you.
We all use gadgets that also utilise fibre optic
cables every day. Yes, those cables too carry some
rare earth elements.
Some developed countries are now manufacturing
electric cars, and you know what? They need rare
earth elements.
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Djokovic is not a victim of
Australian government rules.
Asylum seekers are.

M

man-made and entirely preventable humanitarian crisis” and
“a damning indictment of a policy meant to avoid Australia’s
international obligations”. According to a former migrant
Asylum seekers gesture towards pro-refugee protesters
detention manager: “In Australia, this facility couldn’t even
demonstrating outside an immigration detention hotel, where
serve as a dog kennel. The owners would be jailed.”
Serbian tennis player Novak Djokovic is believed to be held in
On Manus and Nauru, detained children draw self-portraits
Melbourne, Australia on January 6, 2022 [File: Loren Elliott/
of themselves in cages, tears pouring down their faces. Some
Reuters]
refugees remain for years, in an encampment that looks more
The furore over whether Novak Djokovic will or will not
like an open-air Guantanamo Bay than a migrant processing
be allowed to compete in the Australian Open has pitted the
centre. Human rights groups have described an “epidemic
Serbian tennis star and vaccine sceptic against the government
of self-harm” on the island as well as an institutional failure
of Australia. But Djokovic is no victim and the government is
to prevent violent attacks on asylum seekers by the local
no hero.
population.
The focus – and noise – surrounding the battle of Djokovic
Children on the island suffer from high levels of mental
versus the Australian government is a distraction from the
health issues while the government of Australia fights in court
plight of thousands of asylum seekers who have been denied
to refuse them medical care. Because these harms occur in
entry into Australia and who are herded onto island prison
privately operated facilities, accountability efforts are made
camps run by private security firms. When it comes to Australia
more difficult; justice for migrant and human rights violations
and migration, we should be focusing on their plight, not that of
are made more distant, just as the government of Australia
rich and privileged sporting stars.
wants them to be.
For the past decade, Australia enthusiastically implemented a
Many international lawyers believe the conditions in Australia’s
zero-tolerance approach towards asylum seekers trying to reach
offshore detention centres amount to an international crime. In
its shores. In brief, Australia captures undocumented people who
2017, a communication to the prosecutor of the International
reach the country as well as those attempting to enter via boat.
Criminal Court (ICC) was submitted in which it was argued
It then transports them to privately operated processing centres
that the harms committed against asylum seekers by Australia
in third countries, most notoriously Nauru and Manus Island,
and its corporate contractors in offshore detention facilities –
Papua New Guinea, with whom Australia has agreements.
including imprisonment, torture, deportation, and persecution
Once in detention, asylum seekers have three options: return to
– constituted crimes against humanity.
their original state (irrespective of harms they may face in doing
In 2020, the ICC prosecutor replied that while the violations did
so); find a third country that will accept them; or stay on in the
not meet the court’s gravity threshold and the court could not
camps in the hope of having their claim processed by Australia.
proceed with an investigation, Australia’s regime of offshore
If detained asylum seekers choose to remain, they may be
detention centres constituted “cruel, inhuman, or degrading
imprisoned at these centres indefinitely. As the government
treatment” and other possible crimes against humanity.
admits: “There is no limit in law or policy to the length of time
Thanks to the work of advocates, in 2017, Australia was also
for which a person may be detained.”
ordered to pay compensation to asylum seekers held in its
None of this saves Australia a dime. Expenditures for its
offshore detention centres. The decision came in response to a
offshore detention facilities run in the billions of dollars each
class-action suit on behalf of 1,905 asylum seekers on Manus
year and the average cost to detain an asylum seeker in one
Island who alleged negligence and illegal detention on the
of the island facilities costs Australia about twice that of an
part of Australia. Further class actions are proceeding through
onshore detainee.
Australian courts.
The conditions in the camps can be deadly. Consider the story of
Djokovic may have run afoul of Australia’s border-crossing
Reza Barati, who made it to Australia in 2013. The 23-year-old
due to legitimate COVID-19 control measures, but what
Iranian Kurd’s arrival on Australian soil came just days after theAt the rules
beginning of 1979, we were both arrested on subsequent months
n Dr Panduleni Itula
he went through is not even a fraction of what asylum seekers
adoption of the Regional Resettlement Arrangement betweenunder the
Terorrosme Act, AG 26, for the so-called prevention of political
trying to make it to Australia have suffered. In a twist of irony,
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WHO adds new drugs to COVID
treatments amid Omicron surge

T

he World Health Organization
(WHO) has added two more drugs
to its guidelines for recommended
treatments for COVID-19, as the more
infectious Omicron variant of the coronavirus
triggers an unprecedented surge in cases
around the world.
The drug baricitinib, which is also used
to treat rheumatoid arthritis, is “strongly
recommended” for patients with severe or
critical COVID-19, in combination with
corticosteroids, the UN agency’s panel of
international experts said in the guidelines
which were published by the British Medical
Journal on Friday.
The drug reduces the need for ventilation and
had been found to improve patients’ chances
of survival with no sign of an increase in
adverse reactions, the panel said.
The panel also gave a “conditional
recommendation” for sotrovimab, an
experimental
monoclonal
antibody
treatment, for those with non-severe
COVID-19 but at the very highest risk of
hospital admission. Monoclonal antibodies
are lab-created compounds that mimic the
body’s natural defence mechanism.
The new treatment recommendations come
as the pandemic accelerates worldwide. More
than 15 million new cases of COVID-19
were reported to the WHO in the last week –
by far the most in a single week – driven by
the Omicron variant, which is replacing the
Delta variant almost everywhere.
The recommendations were based on new
evidence from seven trials involving more
than 4,000 patients with non-severe, severe,
and critical cases of COVID-19.
The “guidance adds to previous
recommendations for the use of
interleukin-6 receptor blockers and
systemic corticosteroids for patients with
severe or critical covid-19; conditional
recommendations for the use of casirivimabimdevimab (another monoclonal antibody
treatment) in selected patients; and against
the use of convalescent plasma, ivermectin

P

and hydroxychloroquine in patients with
covid-19 regardless of disease severity,” the
WHO said in a statement.
The French humanitarian organisation
Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) welcomed
the new recommendations and urged
governments to address patent protections to
ensure that as many people as possible would
be able to benefit from the treatments.
Baricitinib is produced by United States
pharmaceutical giant Eli Lilly, and while
generic versions are available in India
and Bangladesh, patents are in force in
many other countries including Brazil and
Indonesia.
“For nearly two years, we have helplessly
witnessed people dying of COVID-19
amid catastrophic waves of disease. In
countries where MSF works,” Dr Márcio da
Fonseca, infectious diseases medical adviser
for the MSF Access Campaign, said in a
statement.
“The possibilities for providing high-level
intensive care are limited, so saving more
lives of people with severe and critical
infections relies heavily on having access
to affordable medicines that we can add to
the steroids, oxygen and close supportive
care that we already provide in our projects.
As new treatments emerge, it will be simply
inhumane if they remain unavailable in
resource-limited settings, just because they
are patented and too expensive.”
The WHO added what it said were
“lifesaving” interleukin-6 receptor blockers
to its list of treatments for COVID-19
last July. It recommended the use of
corticosteroids in September 2020.
In recent weeks, government regulators have
also approved new oral treatments for the
disease, including Paxlovid, Pfizer’s antiviral
pill, which showed close to 90 percent
efficacy in preventing hospital admission and
death in high-risk patients. It also retained its
effectiveness with Omicron, the company
said. – Al Jazeera

The possibilities for
providing high-level
intensive care are limited.

Chinese woman stuck in blind date’s
home by abrupt COVID lockdown

arts of the central Chinese city
of Zhengzhou went into sudden
lockdown while woman was having
dinner at her date’s residence.
As of Thursday, China has reported 124 new
cases and 66 new imported cases prompting
some cities like Anyang to impose a
lockdown to stop the spread of COVID-19
[China OUT/AFP]
Published On 13 Jan 202213 Jan 2022
When authorities in Zhengzhou suddenly
placed the central Chinese city under a
COVID-19 lockdown last week, a woman
known only by her surname, Wang, was
having dinner – at the house of her blind date.
“Just after I arrived in Zhengzhou, there
was an outbreak and his community was
put under lockdown and I could not leave,”
Wang told Shanghai-based outlet The Paper
on Tuesday, adding that she went there for a
week-long trip to meet potential suitors.
“I’m getting old now, my family introduced
me to 10 matches … The fifth date wanted
to show off his cooking skills and invited me
over to his house for dinner.”
Stuck in the house, Wang began posting
short videos documenting her daily life in the
abrupt lockdown. The clips, which show her
date cooking meals for her, doing household
chores and working at his laptop while she
sleeps in, have gone viral.
Related hashtags have racked up more than
six million views on the Twitter-like social

media site Weibo by Wednesday.
So far it seems romance has yet to blossom
during their prolonged date, according to
Wang, who says she is looking for a more
talkative partner.
“Besides the fact that he’s as mute as a
wooden mannequin, everything else [about
him] is pretty good,” Wang told The Paper.
“Despite his food being mediocre, he’s still
willing to cook, which I think is great.”
But Wang, who did not disclose her age or
the identity of the man in the videos, said the
recent surge in online attention prompted her
to remove the videos.
“Friends have been calling him and I think
this has definitely affected his life, so I have
taken them down for now,” she said in a
video posted on Tuesday that was widely
republished in Chinese local media.
“Thanks everyone for your attention … I
hope the outbreak ends soon and that my
single sisters also find a relationship soon.”
There have been more than 100 COVID-19
cases reported in Zhengzhou since last week,
as China battles to contain multiple local
outbreaks of the Delta and Omicron variants.
A few cities, including Xi’an, had been
placed on lockdown, leaving 14 million of
its residents stuck in their homes. Other cities
have imposed limited quarantines for specific
areas while others have imposed mass testing
including the city of Tianjin, another city of
14 million people. – Al Jazeera

A few cities,
including Xi’an,
had been placed
on lockdown,
leaving 14 million
of its residents
stuck in their
homes.
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Google will spend £730m to
'reinvigorate' its UK offices

G

oogle is backing a return to the
office with an investment that will
expand its UK capacity by 50% and
"reinvigorate" the work environment.
The search giant is spending £730m ($1bn)
and expects headcount to rise from 6,400 to
10,000.
It is buying one of the London sites, Central
Saint Giles, in which it is currently a tenant.
Google's UK boss Ronan Harris told the
BBC the investment reflected the firm's faith
in the office as a place of work.
"We want to reinvigorate the work
environment. We're making this commitment
to rebuild. We're buying these buildings and
we're keen to see everybody come back in
and see a vibrant workspace again," Mr
Harris said.
As well as purchasing the Central Saint Giles
site, Google said it would be undertaking
a multi-million pound refurbishment of
its offices there to ensure they were on
a par with those in its new King's Cross
development currently under construction.
That will provide more space so offices can
be less densely populated, and will include
collaboration spaces and "inclusive meeting
rooms for hybrid working" as well as
covered outdoor workspaces, the firm said.
Current government guidance remains to
work from home where possible, but that
- along with other government restrictions will be reviewed on 26 January.
Eventually, Google wants the vast majority
of its workforce to return to the office for
three days a week.
But employers are feeling their way as

the country emerges from two years of
pandemic-enforced changes, during which
many people adapted to completely different
ways of working.
"I think the next two [years] will be an
experiment where we try and figure out what
hybrid and flexible actually mean," said Mr
Harris.
"And I think it will differ from company to
company and from role to role. I think it'll
be a lot of trial and error over the next two
years."
Chancellor Rishi Sunak welcomed Google's
investment, describing it as "a big vote of
confidence in the UK as a world-leading
tech hub".
The employers group the CBI said a return
to the workplace was vital for economic
recovery, particularly for the UK's town and
city centres.
Retail and hospitality businesses especially
are eager for office staff to return to old
habits, picking up coffees, sandwiches and
shopping during the day and going out after
work in the evening.
However, many employees don't want to
return full time to the office and the number
of days that employers require their staff to
attend in person is emerging as a key point of
difference in the recruitment process.
Neil Carberry from the Recruitment and
Employment Confederation told the BBC:
"Pay used to be the main lever employers
could use in negotiations. Office attendance
is now a major conversation between firms
and potential employees." - BBC

KFC faces boycott in China
over meal toy promotion

A

top Chinese consumer group has
called for a boycott of a KFC meal
promotion, saying it encourages
food waste.
The China Consumers Association (CCA)
says the promotion sent some customers into
a buying frenzy.
KFC launched the promotion last week with
Pop Mart, a Chinese toy maker known for its
mystery boxes.
Customers are able to collect limited edition
versions of large-eyed and round-faced
Dimoo dolls when buying certain KFC set
meals.
KFC "used limited-edition blind box sales
to induce and condone consumers' irrational
and excessive purchase of meal sets, which
goes against public order, good customs and
the spirit of the law", the state-affiliated CCA
said in a statement.
That led one customer to spend 10,494 yuan
(£1,202; $1,649) on more than 100 of the

meals in one go to collect the toys, while
people also paid others to purchase meals for
them, or just threw them away, the statement
added.
KFC launched the hugely popular promotion
last week to celebrate the 35th anniversary
of the opening of its first outlet in mainland
China.
Yum China, which operates KFC China, and
Pop Mart did not immediately respond to
requests for comment from the BBC.
In 2020, the Chinese government launched
a major campaign against food waste, which
was spearheaded by President Xi Jinping.
President Xi called the amount of food
wasted as "shocking and distressing".
The "Clean Plate Campaign" came against
the backdrop of growing concerns about
food security during the pandemic.
The campaign saw online influencers being
banned from binge eating on social media
platforms, while restaurant-goers were urged
to not order more than they could eat. - BBC
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‘Not enough water’: Cambodia’s
farmers face changing climate
n

D

Danielle Keeton-Olsen

uring
Cambodia’s
monsoon
season, rice farmer Sam Vongsay’s
backyard fills with water and the
plastic trash of his houseboat-dwelling
neighbours as the Tonle Sap lake grows
with floodwaters from the Mekong River.
But during the dry half of the year, which
runs from December to May, Vongsay can
hardly access a drop of lake water from his
home in Chong Khneas, which is located
about 220km (137 miles) north-west of the
capital Phnom Penh.
The 40-year-old farmer lacks a viable
well or the equipment to pump the lake’s
water the 2km (1.2 miles) distance to his
property, and blames farmers upstream for
diverting much of the flow to irrigate their
crops.
“The water is not enough to come
downstream, because the other farmers
upstream also block the water,” Vongsay
told Al Jazeera.

In the past, Vongsay and his family could
cultivate two seasons of rice, but sparse
rainfall in recent years and inadequate
water infrastructure have made it difficult
to manage a single harvest. Vongsay said
he tried to grow chilis last year to diversify
his crop, but the plants withered and died.
“We
don’t
have
enough
water
infrastructure,” he said. “If we had that, we
would not just grow rice, we would grow
rice and other vegetables three or four
times per year.”
The farmers along Southeast Asia’s largest
freshwater lake are facing a growing threat
to their livelihoods as growing demand
for land, droughts attributed to climate
change and hydropower development sap
up precious water supplies.
Since 2018, the volume of Tonle Sap
has dipped below its historical average,
according to a Mekong River Commission
(MRC) report that examined water levels
between November 2020 and May last
year.

The lake experienced a severe drought in
2019, as did the Mekong River system that
it relies upon, leaving a lasting impact on
water levels. In January 2020, the lake’s
volume was about 6,000 million cubic
metres, a little over one-third of its average
dry-season volume, according to the MRC.
Siem Reap rice farmer Van Ra, 44, told Al
Jazeera weather had not improved since
the 2019 drought, with unseasonal wind
and rains last year unearthing seeds put
into the ground during the dry season.
To cover the costs of renting his farmland
and spraying fertilisers – which he needs
to do more frequently due to irregular
weather – Ra tried to plant rice twice last
year.
“It was useless because I had almost
nothing to harvest,” he said. “Doing it two
times is impossible because there’s not
enough water.”
Population growth and rising land prices
have triggered a rush to clear forests in
the area for homes and agricultural land,
creating more demand for water from the
lake and its tributaries.
The lake, whose seasonal flooding is
connected to snowmelt from China’s
Tibetan Autonomous Region and Yunnan
province, is also susceptible to expanding
hydropower dam development, which
scientists have linked to unpredictable
water levels on the Mekong.
While farmers have felt growing pressure
on their livelihoods, Tonle Sap’s fishing
industry, which produces an estimated
500,000 tons of fish annually, has also been
reporting smaller catches, leading some
fishers to turn to fish farms or agriculture.
Brian Eyler, author of the Last Days
of the Mighty Mekong, told Al Jazeera
that in addition to hydropower dams on
the Mekong, smaller reservoirs created
to meet farmers’ needs – often without
official approval – were putting pressure
on the lake.
“These reservoirs are effectively stealing
water from surrounding communities and
blocking critical fish migration pathways
in the world’s largest inland fishery,” Eyler
said.
Vongsay, the farmer near Tonle Sap, said
the expansion of a canal along his property
in 2019 that was supposed to help him
and other farmers access more water from
upstream had caused him to stop farming
completely.
“We first agreed that it would be okay to
dig the canal deeper, but we didn’t expect
it to be so deep,” said Vongsay, explaining
that he was unable to drive his rented
tractor across the expanded canal to till his
rice field.
Vongsay said he and his family were
surviving off a side business making
decorations for Buddhist holidays.
Chea Seila, a researcher for the US
Agency for International Development’s
Wonders of the Mekong project, told Al
Jazeera the combined effects of climate
change, deforestation and infrastructure
development on Tonle Sap showed
that authorities needed to gain a better
understanding of the delicate nature of the
water supply and develop solutions that
took these factors into account.
“It is interconnected. When people
use more water without saving and no
restoration, there will be insufficient
ground and surface water,” she said.
“Even [if] we have sufficient irrigation
infrastructure, we don’t have water from
the [groundwater] spring as well as from
rainfall. It is still difficult to get sufficient
water for the whole year and [will be] in
the future.” – Al Jazeera
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Kenya Power in the spotlight
after nationwide blackout
Vector Kenani

The hashtag #KPLC has been trending on
Twitter this week as Kenyans share memes
and gifs about the country's worst national
blackout for years.
While some tried to find some light-hearted
moments in the midst of darkness, others
fumed at the inefficiency of the state-run
Kenya Power Lighting Company.
It was the third nationwide blackout in the
past four years and raised questions over
KPLC's ability to provide a stable power
supply.
In a statement, the company said four pylons
supporting the power line, which connects
the capital, Nairobi, to a hydroelectric dam
in the central region, collapsed. It said
vandalism had weakened the structures.
Sabotage or plain failure?
Police are investigating the cause of
the blackout, with the head of criminal
investigations telling journalists that they
can't rule out anything, following concerns
of possible sabotage following reforms at
the energy ministry that were seen to have
ruffled the feathers of bureaucrats.
A cabinet reshuffle in September 2021 saw
President Uhuru Kenyatta appoint Monica
Juma and her assistant Gordon Kihalangwa
at the ministry to push through the reforms
which, among other things, have seen the

cost of electricity fall by 15%.
Mr Kihalangwa later told lawmakers that
heads would roll at Kenya Power over
crimes allegedly committed in the drafting of
Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) contracts.
Under a typical power purchase agreement,
a producer gets paid for any electricity
generated, even if it is impossible for Kenya
Power to sell it in the event of surplus supply.
The BBC understands that heads of various
departments and corporations in the ministry
have been forced to resign, with others
opting for early retirement. No-one has been
charged.
A presidential taskforce on power purchase
agreements recommended that independent
power producers cut tariffs paid by Kenya
Power by half to match the prices of the
power-generating company, KenGen. It also
advised that all power purchase agreements

still under negotiation be suspended.
The reduction in the cost of power and review
of power purchase agreements would mean
less revenue for Kenya Power, in which
private investors have a 49.9% shareholding.
A struggling monopoly
The list of frustrations with KPLC is long including constant outages, foot-dragging in
restoring power, inflated electricity bills and
taking ages to connect potential clients. It's
no surprise it has attracted monikers such as
"Kenya Paraffin and Candles Limited".
Kenya Power has also been sinking in debt,
with its financial disclosures pointing to a
company reliant on debt to run operations.
It has borrowed from institutions like the
International Development Agency (IDA),
China Exim Bank, and Japan Development
Bank. The loans are guaranteed by the state
and are therefore payable by taxpayers in the
event of a default.
Its procurement procedures have also been
the subject of investigations, with a one
preliminary audit report showing that it held
about $85m (£63m) dollars in deadstock
- items such as power cables, meters and
transformers that have been sitting in
warehouses for more than five years without
being used.
Critics have also accused the company
of behaving like a monopoly - saying it
strangles other players in the market by
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limiting their distribution capacity to very
small areas.
Counting the losses
Tuesday's blackout came at a time the Energy
and Petroleum Regulatory Authority (Epra)
is seeking to force electricity companies to
compensate consumers for financial losses,
equipment damage, physical injuries and
death due to power outages.
Currently, Kenya Power compensates for
injuries and damaged kit, but does not pay for
financial loss occasioned by power outage.
Although losses incurred during Tuesday's
outage are yet to be quantified, it is obvious
many businesses reliant on electricity including industries and small businesses
such as welding shops and salons - bore
significant losses.
Sellah Anyango, who operates a salon in
Nairobi, told the BBC her frustrations.
"I had customers come and leave as there
was no power. The business has already
been struggling from hits it took due to the
coronavirus pandemic. Now this? How
will we pay rent and salaries with such
disruptions? Totally unacceptable."
The move towards solar
A growing shift towards solar power systems
by industries seeking reliable and cheaper
supply has also rattled Kenya Power. The
company acknowledged that some of its
industrial customers — who account for

about 55% of its sales revenue — were
moving to own-generated solar power.
Big power consumers such as Africa
Logistics Properties (ALP), Mombasa
International Airport, the International
Centre of Insect Physiology and Ecology
(Icipe) have recently commissioned solar
power units on their properties.
Several other companies, universities and
factories have turned to solar photovoltaic
grid-tied systems to supply power for
internal use.
Official data released last year showed there
was an increase in the adoption of solar
power. Some 2.3 million households use
solar for lighting, representing about 19% of
the total number of homes.
Kenya power is eyeing a share of that cake
and disclosed that is set to join the solar
business. It said it will scout for customers
seeking to have solar panels installed on their
rooftops and contract private firms to do the
job under a design-build-finance and operate
(DBFO) model.
Kenya Power would then sell the generated
power at a discounted rate to the owners of
homes and office blocks hosting its solar
plants.
As the country switches towards solar
energy, Kenya Power will be forced to adapt
or soon it might find itself irrelevant and cast
into the darkness. - BBC

AFRICA

UN chief urges Mali gov’t to announce
‘acceptable’ vote timetable
A

ntonio Guterres says he is working
with the AU and ECOWAS on
creating ‘conditions’ to allow for
accelerated transition.
The United Nations chief has called on
Mali’s ruling military to announce an
election timetable amid anger about its
suggestion of staying in power for five
years before holding a vote.
“It is absolutely essential that the
government of Mali present an acceptable
election timetable,” UN SecretaryGeneral Antonio Guterres told reporters
on Thursday. He said he hoped to “get in
contact quickly” with the military.
“I am working with the ECOWAS and the
African Union to create conditions which
can allow the government of Mali to adopt
a reasonable and acceptable position to
accelerate a transition which has already
been under way for a long time,” he added.
This could bring back a sense of “normalcy
in relations between this state and the
international community, ECOWAS in
particular,” Guterres said, referring to the
Economic Community of West African
States.
In a sharp escalation after months of
diplomatic tensions, ECOWAS last week
agreed to shutter borders with the Sahel
state and impose a trade embargo.
‘Risk’ of deterioration
The move came after Mali’s interim
government proposed staying in power for

up to five years before staging elections,
defying international demands that it
respect a promise to hold elections on
February 27.
Mali’s army initially promised to hold
elections in February of this year, after
staging a coup in August 2020. But in
December, it suggested staying in power
for up to an additional five years, citing
security concerns.
In line with ECOWAS measures, the

European Union will also impose sanctions
on Mali, EU foreign policy chief Josep
Borrell said earlier on Thursday.
“The risk that the situation in this country
deteriorates is evident,” Borrell told
reporters after a meeting of EU defence
ministers in the western French city of
Brest.
On Wednesday, Russia and China blocked
the UN Security Council from supporting
ECOWAS’s decision to impose new

sanctions.
According to Borrell, the EU move was
also a response to the arrival of private
military contractors from the controversial
Russian Wagner Group, whose members
are mostly ex-service personnel.
France, Mali’s former colonial power
which also holds the EU’s rotating
presidency, has thousands of troops
fighting armed groups in the Sahel region
and in December joined 15 other countries

in condemning the possible arrival of
mercenaries.
In December, the 27-nation EU imposed
sanctions on Wagner and set up a new
sanctions regime for Mali with a view to
targeting the army.
“The new sanctions regime was agreed
and these discussions will now continue,”
French Armed Forces Minister Florence
Parly told a news conference alongside
Borrell. – Al Jazeera

South Africa minister tells schoolgirls
to 'open books and close legs'

A

regional health minister has come
under fire in South Africa for
telling schoolgirls to "open your
books and close your legs".
Phophi Ramathuba made the comment
during a visit to a secondary school in a
bid to encourage abstinence and reduce
teenage pregnancy rates.
Social media users criticised the remark
and questioned why it was only directed
at girls.
Ms Ramathuba defended the message,
which she said was aimed at boys too.
The health minister for Limpopo province
was visiting Gwenane secondary school
in the township of Sekgakgapeng on
Wednesday to mark the first day of the new
academic year.
"To the girl child I say: Open your books,
and close your legs. Don't open your legs,
open your books. Thank you very much,"
she told students.
She added that girls were being lured by
older men using luxuries like expensive
wigs and smart phones.
The comments sparked criticism after a
video of the speech was shared on social
media.
"This is not an appropriate way to talk to
kids about abuse, sex and consent", one
social media user wrote.
Opposition politician Siviwe Gwarube
called the remarks "deeply problematic".
"This was an opportunity to have a
meaningful conversation with these
learners about consent... Instead you
victim blame. Place undue pressure on
girls", she said in a message on Twitter.
Ms Ramathuba told South African news
site TimesLIVE that her statement had

been taken out of context, and was
directed at boys too.
"I told the boys to focus on their education
and not sleep with girls," she said.
She added that her constituents in
Limpopo "appreciated the message".
"They were even saying that they were
afraid to say these things and thanked me
for calling a spade a spade," she said.
Government statistics show that almost
33,400 girls under the age of 17 gave
birth in South Africa in 2020.
Save the Children says a lack of access
to comprehensive sex education as well
as affordable and appropriate health
services are key factors contributing to
teen pregnancies in South Africa. - BBC
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North Korea hackers stole $400m of
cryptocurrency in 2021, report says

North Korean hackers stole almost $400m
(£291m) worth of digital assets in at least
seven attacks on cryptocurrency platforms
last year, a report claims.
Blockchain analysis company Chainalysis
said it was one of most successful years
on record for cyber-criminals in the closed
east Asian state.
The attacks mainly targeted investment
firms and centralised exchanges.
North Korea has routinely denied being
involved in hack attacks attributed to them.
"From 2020 to 2021, the number of North
Korean-linked hacks jumped from four to
seven, and the value extracted from these
hacks grew by 40%," Chainalysis said in
a report.
The hackers used a number of techniques,
including phishing lures, code exploits
and malware to siphon funds from the
organisations' "hot" wallets and then
moved them into North Korea-controlled
addresses, the company said.
Cryptocurrency hot wallets are connected
to the internet and cryptocurrency network
and so are vulnerable to hacking. They are
used to send and receive cryptocurrency,
and allow users to view how many tokens
they have.
Many experts recommend moving large
amounts of cryptocurrency not needed
day-to-day to "cold" wallets, which are

disconnected from the wider internet.
Chainalysis said it is likely that many of
last year's attacks were conducted by the
so-called Lazarus Group, a hacking group
sanctioned by the US, which is believed
to be controlled by North Korea's primary
intelligence bureau, the Reconnaissance
General Bureau.
The Lazarus Group has previously been
accused of involvement in the "WannaCry"
ransomware attacks, the hacking of
international banks and customer accounts
and cyber-attacks on Sony Pictures in
2014.
"Once North Korea gained custody of the
funds, they began a careful laundering
process to cover up and cash out," the
report on last year's cyber attacks added.
A United Nations panel that monitors
sanctions on North Korea has accused
Pyongyang of using stolen funds to
support its nuclear and ballistic missile
programmes as a way to avoid international
sanctions.
Separately, in February last year, the US
charged three North Korean computer
programmers with a massive hacking
spree aimed at stealing more than $1.3bn
in money and cryptocurrency.
The cyber attacks affected companies from
banks to Hollywood movie studios, the
Department of Justice said. - BBC
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Largest darknet stolen
credit card site closes

n

T

Joe Tidy & Alison Benjamin

he administrators of the largest
illegal marketplace on the darknet
for stolen credit cards are retiring
after making an estimated $358m (£260m).
The anonymous owners of UniCC thanked
the criminal fraternity for their business,
citing age and health for the closure.
Many other illegal darknet marketplaces
have also shut down voluntarily over the
winter for unknown reasons.
Police say the trend leaves them with
mixed feelings.
The darknet is a part of the internet only
accessible through special browsing
software.
'We are not young'
Cryptocurrency experts at analysts Elliptic
traced hundreds of millions of dollars in
crypto-payments made to UniCC.
UniCC posted on darknet forums in both
Russian and English saying "our team
retires". The anonymous criminals added:
"We are not young and our health do not
allow to work like this any longer".
UniCC has been active since 2013 with
tens of thousands of new stolen credit
cards listed for sale on the market each
day.
Hundreds of millions of payment card
details have been stolen from online
retailers, banks and payment companies
before being sold on online marketplaces
such as UniCC.
These stolen cards have value because
they can be used to purchase high-value
items or gift cards, which can then be
resold for cash.

Media caption,
Elliptic researchers say the website has
received cryptocurrency payments since
it opened totalling $358m across Bitcoin,
Litecoin, Ether and Dash.
The closure of UniCC comes just under
a year after the retirement of the previous
market leader, Joker's Stash.
It's also the latest in a growing list of
criminal marketplaces to have voluntarily
retired in the last six months.
In October 2021, White House Market
- the largest darknet market of its kind announced that it would shut down. This
was followed by Cannazon in November
and Torrez over Christmas.
When Torrez closed in December it
was one of the largest English-language
marketplaces in the world selling drugs,
hacking tools, counterfeit cash and
criminal services.
A letter posted on its homepage said it had
been "a great pleasure to work with most
vendors and users".
Historically when darknet sites close down,
the operators disappear with customers' or
vendors' money - this is known as an exit
scam. They may also be hacked, or busted
by police and taken offline.
This new trend for marketplaces winding
down in an orderly fashion is known as
"sunsetting" or "voluntary retirement".
"Right now it seems to be happening more.
Markets gracefully exit and say, 'We've
made enough money, and before we get
caught, we're just going to retire and go
into the sunset," says Prof David DécaryHétu, a criminologist at the University of

Montreal.
He says that administrators running
large marketplaces like Torrez can make
upwards of $100,000 a day in commission
fees.
For police, who would prefer criminals to
face justice, this kind of exit causes mixed
feelings.
"I always celebrate anybody who perhaps
realises that they're in an occupation,
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which is criminalised and decided not to
enhance that further," says Alex Hudson, the
National Crime Agency's head of darknet
intelligence.
"If there is a regret, it's that we do need to
hold them accountable for it and they need
to understand that they will still be held
accountable."
The closures are unlikely to spell the end of
darknet markets as new ones will no doubt

emerge.
New BBC research for Radio 4's File
on Four found that at least 450 darknet
vendors operating today have outlived
previous police closures over the last
decade. - BBC
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After 16 years in Guantanamo,
will Hambali get a fair trial?

n

N

Aisyah Llewellyn

asir Abbas, a former member of
the Indonesian hardline group
Jemaah Islamiyah (JI) describes
fellow recruit Encep Nurjaman as
“typically Javanese”.
Nurjaman, who is better known by his nom
de guerre Hambali as well as by the alias
Riduan Isamuddin, was “polite”, “soft”
and “proper”, Abbas told Al Jazeera,
remembering the time the two men were
part of one of the most fearsome groups in
Southeast Asia.
Hambali and Abbas both trained in
military combat together in Afghanistan
in the 1990s, before joining JI which
was labelled a terrorist organisation by
the United States government after the
group claimed a string of attacks across
Indonesia in the early 2000s, including the
Bali Bombing in 2002, which left more
than 200 people dead.
“He was so eloquent and so clever. You
couldn’t help but be left with a good
impression of him,” said Abbas, who cooperated with the authorities following his
arrest and now works on deradicalisation
programmes
for
the
Indonesian
government.
The United States did not feel that way.
Hambali, who is now 57, has spent the
last 16 years at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba,
and was described by former US President
George W Bush as “one of the world’s
most lethal terrorists”.
Twenty years since the first detainees were
sent to Guantanamo, Hambali remains one
of 39 men still held there.
Of 800 incarcerated in the facility since it
was opened, only 12 have been charged
with war crimes and have stood, or will
stand, trial at the facility’s Camp Justice in
front of a military commission. Hambali,
who is charged with murder, terrorism and
conspiracy, is one of them.
“The position of the United States
Government is that the individuals who
are in Guantanamo generally, but also
when charged in the military commissions,
are a category of what are called unlawful
combatants,” said Michel Paradis, a human
rights lawyer, national security law scholar
and lecturer at Columbia Law School in
New York.

In court documents seen by Al Jazeera,
these war crimes relate to the 2002 Bali
bombings, which targeted people enjoying
a night out in the buzzing Kuta district
of the island, and a 2003 attack on the
JW Marriott Hotel in Indonesia’s capital,
Jakarta, in which 12 people were killed.
Hundreds were injured in both Jakarta and
Bali.
Hambali will stand trial with two
Malaysians and alleged “accomplices”
– Mohammed Nazir bin Lep and
Mohammed Farik bin Amin – but some
question whether they will be able to get
a fair hearing.
Ian Wilson, a senior lecturer in politics and
security studies at Australia’s Murdoch
University, told Al Jazeera.
“This ‘exceptional’ nature has been used
to rationalise measures that circumvent
or negate existing legal and rights
frameworks, including those inscribed in
constitutions such as rights to due process
and presumption of innocence. This ‘state
of exception’ in response to the perceived
risk and threat of terrorism has resulted in
significant deterioration in the rule of law,
and major swings towards illiberalism in
democratic states.”
Wilson says Guantanamo Bay is an
example of this approach – a place
considered of “exceptional sovereignty”
by Washington, but also somewhere
portrayed as outside the formal legal
jurisdiction of the United States.
Torture
Detainees such as Hambali, have not
only been denied the legal rights and due
process that would have been afforded
them by the constitution in a trial on US
soil, but also the rights in the Geneva
Conventions given to those being tried for
war crimes.
Hambali, through his lawyers, has alleged
that he was brutally tortured following
his arrest in Thailand in 2003, after
which he says he was transferred to a
secret detention camp run by the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) and tortured as
part of the agency’s Rendition, Detention
and Interrogation Program (RDI) which
is sometimes referred to as the “torture
programme”.
The policy was adopted in the aftermath
of the September 11 attacks on the

United States with then-President Bush
agreeing that certain torture techniques
could be justified if they were able to
extract intelligence that would prevent
other attacks against the country from
happening. Under international law,
torture is never justified.
According to Hambali’s lawyer, the
Indonesian was stripped naked, deprived
of food and sleep and made to stand in
stress positions – such as kneeling on the
floor with his hands above his head – for
hours as part of the programme.
He was also allegedly subjected to
“walling” – a torture technique where
interrogators place a collar around a
detainee’s neck and slam their head against
a wall.
Other Guantanamo detainees have
described being sexually assaulted and
waterboarded while in detention.
The Senate Intelligence Committee
investigated
the
CIA’s
rendition
programme amid persistent allegations of
torture at Guantanamo and other so-called
CIA black sites around the world.
Released in 2014, the report found that
the torture techniques used – referred to
euphemistically as “enhanced interrogation
techniques” – were not only inhumane, but
also ineffective in obtaining intelligence.
The majority of detainees, including
Hambali, gave incorrect information to the
authorities simply to make the torture stop,
the report said.
“He had provided the false information
in an attempt to reduce the pressure on
himself…and to give an account that was
consistent with what [Hambali] assessed
the questioners wanted to hear,” the report
said, citing a CIA cable.
‘Worst of both worlds’
During his time with Jemaah Islamiyah,
which was affiliated with al-Qaeda,
Hambali was most often described as a
“money man”, according to Abbas.
His main role was collecting and
distributing funds from the organisation’s
many donors, among them al-Qaeda’s
former leader, Osama Bin Laden, who is
thought to have sent money for the Bali
Bombing directly to Hambali.
However, in Abbas’ telling, Hambali
agreed with Bin Laden that civilians could
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be targeted in terrorist attacks, something
that was extremely controversial among
other JI operatives, many of whom only
considered military targets as fair game.
“We were trained in a military setting in
Afghanistan with military knowledge
and I was not comfortable with attacking
civilian targets,” said Abbas.
“I wouldn’t allow it. No one involved in
the Bali Bombing was brave enough to ask
me for anything. They knew I would never
agree to the killing of civilians. Those who
did agree were misguided and I told them
that.”
Three of the main perpetrators of the
Bali Bombing were sentenced to death in
Indonesia and executed, while a fourth
perpetrator, Ali Imron, was given a life
sentence after he apologised and expressed
remorse.
Imron has always maintained that Hambali
had no prior knowledge of the attack.
Twenty years since the bombings – the
worst attack in Southeast Asia – Abbas
says he feels that his former comrade
should be returned to Indonesia to stand
trial.
It is a view shared by Indonesian human
rights lawyer Ranto Sibarani who says the
Indonesian government should have tried
to negotiate his repatriation.
“No matter how serious the accusations
or charges against Hambali, he is still an
Indonesian citizen who deserves protection
according to the law,” Sibarani told Al
Jazeera in August.
“That’s a big question that’s going to
loom over the trial,” said Paradis. “Does
the United States even have the authority
to prosecute him? Terrorism is not a war
crime.”
In 2009, the US departments of justice
and defence described the military
commissions as “fair, effective, and
lawful”.
“Military commissions have been used by
the United States to try those who have
violated the law of war for more than two
centuries,” it said in a press statement.
No date has been set for Hambali’s trial,
but many are pessimistic about how
the legal process will play out once the
commission finally gets under way.
“The military trials are fatally flawed and

the legal process has been thoroughly
compromised by the CIA torture
programme,” Quinton Temby, an assistant
professor in public policy at Monash
University, Indonesia, told Al Jazeera.
“It’s the worst of both worlds: the detainees
won’t receive a fair trial and the families
of victims won’t see the perpetrators held
to account in open court.” – Al Jazeera
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Israeli forces violently suppress
Palestinian protest in Naqab
n

Zena Al Tahhan

Dozens of Palestinian Bedouins have been
wounded in a crackdown by Israeli forces
on a protest against continuing Israeli
forestation work on land residents say they
privately own near the southern city of
Beer al-Sabe (Beer Sheva).
Some 500 protesters took part in
Thursday’s demonstration, which began
at 3pm (13:00 GMT). They were met with
hundreds of Israeli forces who fired rubbercoated bullets, tear gas, stun grenades, as
well as skunk water.
At least 15 protesters were arrested,
according to local media reports. The
demonstration took place at the entrance to
the Palestinian Bedouin village of Sa’wa at
a main highway intersection on Route 31,
east of Beer al-Sabe.
Huda Abu Obeid, a local activist, said the
police attacked the protest shortly after it
began.
“They used a lot of violence, beatings;
there are people injured and others
detained,” she told Al Jazeera.
The recent escalation began on Monday,
when bulldozers from the Jewish National
Fund (JNF), a quasi-governmental agency,
arrived with heavy police protection in
the nearby village of al-Atrash and razed
Bedouin farming lands, in order to plant
trees. Israeli officials said the land being
planted is state-owned.
Bedouin Palestinians protested against the
move and confrontations have continued
for days. Videos and images shared
on social media showed Israeli forces
violently arresting and beating residents
who arrived to defend the lands they use
for farming wheat and barley.
At least seven people, including three
children, were briefly detained on Monday
and a local journalist was beaten. On
Tuesday, Israeli forces demolished two
sit-in tents in the villages of al-Atrash
and al-Sa’wa, fired stun grenades and
rubber-coated bullets, and arrested some
20 people. Villages were also shut off,
with residents prevented from entering and
exiting.
At least 80 Palestinians have been detained
since the protests began, including minors,
lawyers told Al Jazeera. The vast majority
remain in detention.
Marwan Abu Freih, a lawyer representing
some of the families and a field coordinator
with the Adalah human rights group, said,
“There is a clear escalation.”
“It is unprecedented that JNF bulldozers
are arriving with this amount of protection
– hundreds of police, special forces and
mounted police – this has never happened
here before,” he told Al Jazeera.
He said police “blockaded villages, placed
checkpoints and stopped traffic – prevented
people from going home and school buses
to enter and exit”.
‘Creating facts on the ground’
The JNF is mandated with developing and
leasing land for Jews only, and owns 13
percent of Israeli “state land”. State land
makes up 93 percent of all land in Israel.
Abu Freih said that the current JNF
forestation work is set to affect thousands
of dunams of privately owned Bedouin
land in the area of Naqe al-Sabe, which
is home to 28,000 residents living in six
villages that have never been recognised
by the Israeli state.
He, along with residents, said that while
many of the families had lived on these
lands prior to the creation of Israel in 1948
and some arrived there in the decades that
followed, the lands had historically not

been registered with the state.
Between 1970 and 1979 Israeli authorities
allowed residents to file for registration,
which they did, but more than 40 years
later, their land-ownership cases remain
open in the Beer al-Sabe District Court,
with little progress.
“Ninety-nine percent of the cases have
not been ruled on yet,” Abu Freih told Al
Jazeera, adding that the JNF “is trying to
create facts on the ground”.
Abu Obeid said that the residents’ demands
are clear.
“Recognise all the villages that are
unrecognised – the first on this list are the
ones in the Naqe al-Sabe area,” she said.
“Secondly, recognise Bedouin ownership
over their lands, which they have owned
and lived on since before Israel and before
1948,” she told Al Jazeera.
Some 300,000 Palestinian Bedouins, who
hold Israeli citizenship, live in the Naqab
region, which makes up about half of the
entire country’s landmass.
More than 90,000 of them live in at least
35 Israeli-deemed “unrecognised” villages
under threat of demolition, with the state
viewing them as “trespassers”.
In 2019, Israeli authorities announced a
plan to forcibly transfer 36,000 residents in
unrecognised villages to other townships.
Authorities have refused to connect the
majority of unrecognised villages to the
national electricity or water grids and do

not provide them with basic services, such
as paved roads and sewage systems.
Between 2013 and 2019, Israeli forces
demolished more than 10,000 Bedouin
homes in the Naqab.
‘Judaizing’ the Naqab
This week’s developments come as part of
decades-long Israeli government policies
to “Judaise” the Naqab region through
million dollars worth of development
projects aimed at enticing more Jews to
live in these areas, documented in Israeli
official statements and plans, and human
rights reports.
The Israel Land Authority (ILA), which
administers the JNF, plans to plant some
45,000 dunams in the Naqab with trees
“to conserve open spaces and nature from
illegal control,” according to official Israeli
statements.
The JNF makes up almost half the
governing board of the ILA, which
controls the vast majority of land in Israel.
“The Israel Land Authority wants to
hold land, which is their job. Bedouins
are squatters, and one way to make them
stop doing that is by planting trees. They
subcontract the JNF to then carry out the
work,” Alon Tal, an Israeli member of
parliament who worked at the JNF for
more than a decade overseeing forestry,
told Israeli media.
The majority of the land that the JNF
acquired from the state took place

between 1949 and 1953, and is classified
as “absentee property” – belonging to
Palestinian refugees who were expelled
by Zionist militias during the 1948 war to
create the state of Israel.
Abu Freih said that while the lands zoned
for forestation can be used to develop the
unrecognised villages, authorities want to
prevent this.
“They want to concentrate the largest
number of Bedouins on the smallest mass
of land,” and to “prevent the families from
owning and farming their lands”.
Meiqel al-Hawashli, field coordinator
for the regional council of unrecognised
Bedouin villages, agreed.
“The Naqab makes up about 13 million
dunams (1.3 million hectares) of land.
There are 300,000 Bedouins living on
only 400,000 dunams (40,000 hectares) of
that,” he told Al Jazeera.
“All of their projects in the Naqab have to
pass through unrecognised villages – the
state does not want to recognise them, or
people’s ownership over these lands,”
added Hawashli.
As razing and forestation work on these
lands continues, residents have pledged
to continue protesting and confronting the
heavily armed Israeli forces that arrive
every morning.
The Higher Follow Up Committee of
Arabs in the Naqab, a local umbrella body,
announced a general strike that began on
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Monday.
“We took the decision to undertake
proactive measures, beginning with
adopting
a
cumulative
resistance
programme over a period of six months
that will lead to a regional general strike
and a massive demonstration outside
the prime minister’s office, and the
internationalisation of the issue to expose
the racist practices [of Israeli authorities]
before international institutions,” the
committee said in a statement.
Mobilisation is also taking place on a
national level, with protests organised on
Thursday and Friday in the town of Umm
al-Fahm in the north, Kufr Kanna, and by
Palestinian students at Tel Aviv University.
“They bring all this police because they
know that these lands belong to people,”
Abu Obaid told Al Jazeera.
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2022 Honda Passport
Trail Sport: Not There Yet
n

N

Christian Seabaugh

ot content to watch rivals like Subaru,
Toyota, Jeep, and others rake in the
dough with new off-road-oriented
crossovers, Honda would like you to know
it, too, has rich off-road heritage. More than
50 years of it, in fact. Pay no mind to the fact
most of that rich off-road heritage occurred
on two wheels, not four. Even so, with the
refreshed 2022 Honda Passport TrailSport—the
first vehicle of Honda's new off-road-focused
TrailSport subbrand—the automaker is giving
four-wheeled off-roaders the old college try.
What's A Passport TrailSport?
This is part of a wider midcycle update for
the 2022 Passport that sees a minor face-lift
and reshuffling of the lineup. But the Passport
TrailSport is more of an off-road cosplay in the
vein of the smaller Toyota RAV4 TRD Off-Road
and larger Volkswagen Atlas Basecamp than a
truly functional off-road upgrade like Subaru's
Outback and Forester Wilderness models,
which get meaningful hardware such as allterrain tires, suspension lifts, and skidplates.
The TrailSport's most functional upgrade is its
18-inch wheel and tire package (downsized
from the standard 20s), with "rugged-style"
all-season road rubber, so named because of
its decorative off-roady tread blocks on the
outside rim. Other changes include a front "skid
garnish" instead of a skidplate, a unique exhaust
treatment, black trim instead of chrome, and
some orange interior accents.
Despite the rather underwhelming off-road
upgrades, the 2022 Honda Passport TrailSport
ought to be relatively capable from the factory.
Riding on Honda's light truck platform (shared
with the larger three-row Pilot, Ridgeline
pickup, and Odyssey minivan), the Passport
TrailSport, like all Passports, features a 3.5-liter
V-6 making 280 hp and 262 lb-ft of torque. It's
paired with a nine-speed automatic and, given
the TrailSport trim's off-road intent, standard
all-wheel drive. The SUV is EPA-rated at
19/24/21 mpg city/highway/combined.
Just like the standard Passport, the TrailSport
version comes with 8.1 inches of ground
clearance, a 21.1-degree approach angle, a
17.3-degree breakover angle, and a 24.3-degree
departure angle. With the exception of ground
clearance, those figures are better than the rival
Outback Wilderness but lag behind the new
2022 Jeep Grand Cherokee and 2022 Toyota
4Runner.
What's The Passport TrailSport Like On The
Road?
The upside of essentially changing nothing to
make an "off-road-oriented" Passport is that
the TrailSport feels just like more pedestrianlooking variants on pavement. In other words,
unlike Honda's Civic or CR-V, the 2022
Honda Passport TrailSport is competent but
largely unremarkable. The Passport's V-6 adds
a refreshing flavor to a segment largely full of
small turbocharged four-cylinders, but its nine-

speed automatic blunts most of the engine's
impact. Although it's smoother than earlier
examples of this transmission, shift speeds
are slow, with downshifts in particular often
taking three Mississippis to complete—a fact
that might irk workers at the Lincoln, Alabama,
plant that builds the Passport. The result is that
the Passport TrailSport feels far slower in the
real world than some of its four-cylinder rivals.
It makes the Passport less efficient, too.
The Honda rides well—likely a touch better
than versions shod with 20-inch wheels—
dispatching with expansion joints, potholes,
and speed bumps quickly, without transmitting
much of the impacts to the cabin. Body roll
and brake dive are well controlled, too, though
steering feel is fairly numb and uninspiring.
Despite the lack of an aggressive off-road tire
tread, tire and wind noise in the Passport is high
for the class. Compared to Honda's latest cars
like the Civic, the Passport's cabin is boring,
too. The older infotainment system is laggy and
fussy to use while driving, and the black-onblack cabin (with a splash of orange stitching on
the seats) looks and feels unimpressive for the
class, especially considering its $43,695 starting
price. Those hopping out of a 4Runner will
likely be pleasantly surprised, but those used to
far more modern Grand Cherokees or Outbacks
won't be.
Is The Passport TrailSport Any Good Off-Road?
This might come as a surprise, but the Passport
was already a surprisingly capable soft-roader,
thanks to its relatively tidy angles, torquevectoring all-wheel-drive system, and welltuned off-road modes (which consist of Mud
and Sand, in addition to Normal and Snow).
As such, the 2022 Honda Passport TrailSport
doesn't really bring much new to the table when
the pavement disappears.
But for what most owners will do with it—
largely forest roads or groomed national park
trails—the Passport didn't really need to bring
much more to the table. On the fairly easy
8-mile-long desert loop Honda had us run, the
Passport TrailSport showed it can acquit itself
well, so long as you treat it like a road-focused
crossover and not a hardcore off-roader. With
such low clearances and a complete lack of
skidplates, patience is the key to survival. Keep
your speeds low (we averaged just 5 mph and
never crested 20 while on the trail) to avoid
compressing the Passport's suspension on top of
an obstacle and choose your line carefully, and
the Honda will get you where you need to go.
For all the Passport's powertrain's flaws, it's
pretty decent off-road. Even when left in
Normal mode, it neither upshifts early nor hunts
for gears, and in Sand mode it downshifts to the
lowest possible gear to keep engine rpm high
and momentum up. The Passport TrailSport's
all-wheel-drive system was sure-footed, too. As
with most road-oriented crossovers, the trick to
navigating obstacles where a tire may be in the
air is to keep your throttle input steady when a
wheel starts slipping, and let the computer sort
out where to route power. Don't get greedy with

the gas. Be patient, and the system rewards you
by keeping you moving.
Still, there's room for improvement. Aside from
a bit more ground clearance and actual skidplates
to replace the quickly crunched "garnishes,"
traction can be a problem. Although the extra
sidewall these road-oriented tires provide
over the standard set reduce the likelihood of
a puncture off-road, they do nothing for grip.
Thankfully, in downsizing from a 20-inch wheel
to an 18-inch one, a wide variety of all-terrain
tires will now fit the factory wheels. You can get
an even greater advantage by downsizing further
to 17-inch wheels (like the kind run on Honda's
rally Passport), getting both more sidewall and
more puncture resistance.
Visibility could be better, too. A forwardfacing camera, like the one Subaru added to
its Wilderness models, or a simple 360-degree
camera system would go a long way in helping
Passport TrailSport owners pick the proper line
off-road.
The Verdict
Is the 2022 Honda Passport TrailSport worth
buying? It's a hard to make a case for it at the
moment. Honda built the Passport TrailSport
to give people a comfortable, roomy crossover
that can be used to explore light off-road trails.
Although the Passport TrailSport succeeds at
that, the trouble is that the Passport already
existed within the Honda family. The Passport
AWD EX-L is cheaper than the TrailSport
($41,195) and no less capable. And that's
ignoring the fairly capable vehicles outside
the Honda family, like the $38,120 Outback
Wilderness and very capable Grand Cherokee
($39,185 to start).
Honda knows this full well. It points to the
Passport Rugged Roads Concept—with its allterrain tires, suspension lift, full-size spare, and
skidplates—for a glimpse of what the Passport
TrailSport's future looks like. With more than
a half-century of off-road experience, we only
wish Honda had lived up to that legacy by
putting in more of an effort right out of the gate
with its first-ever TrailSport model. – Motor
Trend

The Passport
TrailSport, like
all Passports,
features a
3.5-liter V-6
making 280 hp
and 262 lb-ft of
torque.
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Afcon 2021: Gradel dedicates
winner to late father
I

vory Coast's Max Gradel dedicated his
match-winner against Equatorial Guinea to
his late father, who died last week.
Gradel, whose strike settled the Group E tie 1-0,
was unable to travel to his father's funeral on 8
January because of Covid-related complications.
"It's a mix of emotion and joy at the same time,"
the Ivorian captain told BBC Sport Africa of his
goal.
"I am very happy to have scored for my father,
the whole Ivory Coast and all Ivorians."
"I want to say thank you to them for the support
they gave me as well as my team-mates who
supported me during these difficult moments."
Former Leeds and Bournemouth forward
Gradel had asked Ivorians to represent him at
his father's funeral, which he could not attend
given he was in a training camp in Saudi Arabia
prior to flying to Cameroon for the Nations Cup.
He marked Ivory Coast's opener by scoring
a spectacular winner after just five minutes,
lashing in from 20 yards with the outside of his
right foot, on Wednesday night in Douala.
"I'm sure this goal went direct to the sky to his

father," Ivory Coast coach Patrice Beaumelle
told BBC Sport Africa.
"I'm very happy for him. He deserves it, he is
a fantastic guy, fantastic team-mate, fantastic
player. I'm very glad to have such a player in my
squad and I love my players."
Ivory Coast play next on Sunday when they
face a Sierra Leone side who held defending
champions Algeria to a goalless draw in both
sides' opener.
Group E is likely to be won by either the North
Africans, who have one point and are currently
on a 35-game unbeaten run, or the Ivorians, who
have three and last won the trophy in 2015.
The Elephants finish their campaign against
Algeria themselves in Douala on 20 January, in
a tie likely to decide the group winner.
Ivorian start buoys Drogba
Former national captain Didier Drogba was
cheered by what he saw in light of recent Covidenforced complications.
"It was a good start from Ivory Coast and a good
game, knowing that the team didn't play any
friendly games," said the former Chelsea star.

"Three weeks without competition [before your
opener] is really difficult, so it was important to
take the three points to continue and progress."
Meanwhile, Beaumelle was delighted to have a
squad unscathed by injury or Covid, which is
in contrast to many sides that have struggled to
name a full squad for matches.
Tournament regulations state that sides hit
by Covid must play if they have at least 11
players fit, even if none of those individuals is
a goalkeeper.
"I'm very happy with the three points - no injury,
I have all my squad and hopefully we can stay
far away from Covid for the second game," he
said.
"We can prepare the second game with a lot of
confidence and improve from [this game]. It's a
lot of concentration, determination and maybe
more consistency in the finishing." - BBC

Emmanuel Dennis: From potential
priest to Watford's saviour?
W

hen fighting for survival in the
Premier League, having a clinical
goalscorer can be the difference
between staying up or going down.
Fortunately for Watford, they have one of the
most in-form forwards in the top flight this
season - Emmanuel Dennis.
And even more fortunate for the Hornets, an
administrative error means they have not lost
the Nigeria international to the Africa Cup of
Nations this month.
That means he will be available for some crucial
fixtures against Watford's relegation rivals,
including Newcastle on Saturday.
So just how big a difference could Dennis make
in the battle to stay in the Premier League?
The bargain buy of the season?
Rarely is buying a prolific goalscorer a cheap
endeavour in the Premier League. So on
their top-flight return last summer, Watford
completed some shrewd business when they
signed Dennis from Club Bruges for a reported
£3.6m.
Dennis had a decent record in Belgium, scoring
around a goal every three games, and has
continued to strike regularly at Watford.
He is the Hornets' top scorer with eight goals in
17 appearances while his five assists means he
has contributed to 59% of all Watford's goals in
the Premier League this season.
None of the bottom three sides have a player
who has scored as many goals as Dennis, while
none of their top scorers have provided any
assists, underlining just how important he is to
Watford.
Despite his talent, the young Dennis did not
have a burning ambition to be a footballer.
Having attended church from a young age with
his parents, he dreamed of becoming a priest
- but those impressed by his football ability
persuaded him and his family that he should
pursue a sporting career.
He joined Accademia di Abuja in his native
Nigeria when he was 13 before moving to
Ukrainian club Zorya Luhansk in 2016.
Dennis scored on his professional debut, the
moment tempered slightly as he received a
booking for his "excessive celebrating", but
he caught the eye with his pace and impressive
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movement and it wasn't long before clubs
from some of the biggest clubs in Europe were
attending games to watch the youngster.
In the end he moved to Club Bruges where he
continued to impress, most notably catching the
eye with two goals against Real Madrid in the
Champions League in 2019, marking his feat by
mimicking former Bernabeu favourite Cristiano
Ronaldo's iconic celebration.
"I said to my friend before the game, I will score
and I will do the celebration," he said in an
interview with Watford's website.
"My friend said 'no' but I was like: 'OK, you will
see.'"
Those two goals enhanced his developing
reputation and Manchester United and Arsenal
- the club Dennis supported growing up -

were both linked with the player. Club Bruges
reportedly said no, and ended up accepting a
cut-price deal with the Hornets as his contract
ran down.
Firepower gives Watford relegation fight
advantage?
Watford have lost their past seven games
under Claudio Ranieri, with former England
striker Chris Sutton telling BBC Radio 5 Live
he is "amazed" the Italian hasn't already been
sacked after becoming the club's 14th manager
in 10 years when he replaced Xisco Munoz in
October.
Sutton, though, has been impressed by Dennis
- a player he feels is an attacking improvement
on former club captain Troy Deeney, who left in
August after 11 years at Vicarage Road.
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"They are going backwards," he said. "Dennis
is an upgrade on Deeney, though, and his goals
could still be very important.
"In the past, Watford's gut instinct has been
right to sack managers but for some reason they
aren't pulling the trigger this time, even though
performances have not been good enough."
Watford's game against Newcastle is a
significant one in the relegation battle.
If Watford win, they will move five points
clear of their opponents and, potentially, the
relegation zone. If Newcastle win they will
move above the Hornets and, potentially, out
of the bottom three, although Ranieri's side will
have a game in hand.
Burnley, meanwhile, have the most games
in hand of anyone in the bottom four - one

on Watford, two on Newcastle and three on
Norwich.
But the Clarets' form has been poor for
sometime now and they have just lost an
important player in striker Chris Wood, who has
joined Newcastle.
Norwich look the club most in danger as they sit
bottom of the table, three points adrift of safety
and having played more games than any of their
rivals.
None of the bottom of three have scored as many
goals as Watford, with Dennis alone having
scored five more than the entire Norwich team
and just three fewer than the Burnley squad.
If Watford are to pull themselves out of trouble,
then Dennis maintaining his form from the first
half of the season will no doubt be key to that.
- BBC

SPORT

Afcon 2021: Caf dismisses Tunisian
complaint over match ending early
Piers Edwards &
Souhail Khmira

n

T

he Confederation of African
Football (Caf) has dismissed
a formal complaint lodged by
Tunisia's football federation (FTF) about
their game with Mali ending 13 seconds
early.
In a statement, Caf said the Africa Cup
of Nations organising committee met on
Thursday and rejected the protest but gave
no further explanation.
Caf also confirmed the result of
Wednesday's game as a 1-0 win to Mali,
which was the score when Zambian referee
Janny Sikazwe, said to have suffered
sunstroke, blew early.
He had already whistled for full-time after
85 minutes, only to notice his error and
continue the match.
Earlier on Thursday, FTF official Hussein
Jenaieh had insisted: "We will do whatever
it takes to defend the rights of the national
team. We are not children."
FTF media officer Kais Reguez refused
to go into details when asked about the
nature of Tunisia's complaint, which he
did confirm.
Match referee Sikazwe reportedly had to
go to hospital to recover after the match,
which is why the fourth official was set to
take charge of a failed attempt to restart the
game over 20 minutes later.
While Mali turned up, Tunisia did not,

since some of their players were taking ice
baths.
"The referee had sunstroke, which affected
his decisions in the game," Caf refereeing
official Essam Abdul Fattah told Egyptian
media. "After the game, he needed to go
hospital because the weather was so hot."
After their unexpected 0-0 draw against
Sierra Leone, defending champions
Algeria blamed their display on the heat in
Cameroon.
How a farce evolved
Tunisia, the 2004 champions, came into
the tournament knowing that a young and
vibrant Mali side were likely to be their
main group rivals.
Trailing with just five minutes of regulation
time left, they were stunned when referee
Sikazwe blew for full-time.
The Zambian later checked his timings and
continued the game, sending off a Malian
player in the meantime, only to then blow
up with the clock showing 89 minutes and
47 seconds.
In extraordinary scenes, the Mali coach's
'post-match' press conference was
interrupted as it was announced the game
would have to re-start to conclude, which
it never did.
"They asked us to get back on the pitch, we
didn't - we had no idea what was going on,"
Tunisia defender Bilel Ifa told reporters.
"We hope the match is replayed. The
referee had no idea what was going on
since the beginning of the game."
Tunisia's assistant coach was left furious

by both the incident and its possible
reputational damage for the African game.
"Unfortunately, we cannot see things like
this at this high level in Africa - African
Football cannot move forward like this,"
Tunisia's assistant coach Jalel Kadri told
reporters.
"The referee was "shaken" today. He was
even hesitant to check the Video Assistant
Referee (VAR), he didn't even know how
to get to the VAR."
Full-blown chaos

Zambian official Sikazwe refereed two
group-stage matches at the 2018 World
Cup in Russia and took charge of the 2017
Nations Cup final.
His reported sunstroke would explain
much of the chaos that followed from the
85th minute onwards.
"We understood nothing in the 85th minute
- we were in shock," added Kadri.
"We spoke to the fourth official who said
there was miscommunication between
him and the main referee who might

have misunderstood him. We resumed the
match only for him to whistle again in the
89th minute."
"We headed to the fourth official who
agreed the game still hadn't ended," FTF
official Jenaiah told reporters.
"We complained it was the second time the
referee had stopped the game prematurely.
"The fourth official first said the match
will resume, but as he headed to the main
referee, the latter said 'No, I blew the
whistle, the game is over'." - BBC

Novak Djokovic: Australia
cancels tennis star's visa

A

ustralia has revoked tennis star
Novak Djokovic's visa for a
second time in a row over his right
to remain in the country unvaccinated.
The decision by Immigration Minister
Alex Hawke means Djokovic now faces
being deported.
However, the 34-year-old Serbian can still
launch another legal challenge to remain in
the country.
The men's tennis number one was
scheduled to play in the Australian Open,
which begins on Monday.
"Today I exercised my power... to cancel
the visa held by Mr Novak Djokovic on
health and good order grounds, on the
basis that it was in the public interest to do
so," the minister said in a statement.
The move also means Djokovic likely
faces a three-year ban on obtaining a new
Australian visa.
Djokovic's visa was first revoked shortly
after his arrival in Melbourne on 6 January,
after Australian border Force officials said
he had "failed to provide appropriate
evidence" to receive a vaccine exemption.
There was also an enormous backlash
from some Australians, who have lived
under long and strict Covid lockdowns,
that Djokovic had been allowed in despite
being unvaccinated.
He was detained, spent hours at
immigration control at the airport and then

spent days at an immigration hotel. Days
later his visa was reinstated by a judge,
who ordered his release, ruling that border
officials ignored correct procedure when
he arrived.
But on Friday evening in Melbourne, Mr
Hawke cancelled Djokovic's visa under
separate powers in Australia's Migration
Act.
The act allows him to deport anyone
he deems a potential risk to "the health,
safety or good order of the Australian
community", however Djokovic can still
appeal this.
It comes after Djokovic addressed
allegations that he had made a false
declaration on his travel form - which
stated that he had not travelled in the 14
days prior to his arrival in Australia, when
in fact he had been to Spain.
He said the mistake was made by his agent,
calling it "human error" and adding that it
was "not deliberate".
He also admitted meeting a journalist and
having a photoshoot after testing positive
for Covid-19. – BBC
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